Motorola astro spectra wiring diagram

The Spectra mobile radios come in front under dash mount, and trunk remote mount. There are
low-power, medium-power, and high-power versions, although the high-power radios are
remote-mount only. All of these radios use an external loudspeaker that is cabled to the
accessory jack in the case of front mount or to a connector on the control head cable in the
case of remote mount. The low- and medium-power dash-mount radios have a DBF accessory
jack on the rear of the chassis with a special retaining clip that only properly fits over a very thin
connector hood. Programming is accomplished through this connector. High-power and some
remote-mount radios have a separate DB female jack on the radio chassis next to the control
cable jack and this connector is used for accessories and for programming. This article does
not directly address the high-power radios since the author does not own one, however you
could easily add another DB male connector to the cable and then have one cable for all your
Spectra programming. This is what the cable looks like:. Notes: [1]: Pins 1, 11, 13 and 15 each
have several surface-mount zero-ohm jumpers on the command board that determine which
signal appears on the pin, and some signals are also dependent on options programmed with
the RSS. Refer to the manual for the possibilities and jumper configurations. Opening
ungrounding this line will turn on the radio and cause it to transmit a panic message, if the radio
was programmed to do that. The Emergency Switch input can be configured for active high or
active low by a jumper JU on the command board. The default is the jumper installed active high
and the Emergency Switch input pin connected to ground i. This input line draws about 1mA DC
whether the radio is on or off. Grounding either line will destroy the audio final amplifier IC on
the command board. High end car stereo shops also have similar transformers and a 3 to 5 watt
transformer is plenty for the test bench. Not all RIBs will accept power from the radio. My
non-Motorola RIB needed its own battery power to work properly, while another one was happy
without an internal battery. I was informed about this at the end of March via reader e-mail. It
has the necessary electronics inside the hoods of the connectors. There's a DB at one end that
plugs into the radio's accessory jack, and a DB-9 at the other end that plugs into a computer. An
ignition control wire dangles out of the DB This is about what it costs to buy a RIB and make
your own programming cable, but you can use the RIB on all Motorola radios with the right
cable. A RIB-less cable can only be used on the radio series for which it was made. For my
money, and due to the various radios I program, a RIB and three cables was a much better
investment for me. Since I have a medium-power Spectra mobile, there's already an accessory
cable plugged into the jack at the back of the radio. If I want to program the radio, I need to
unplug the accessory cable and plug in a programming cable. The programming cable must
also short the emergency switch input to ground. If I want to hear signals while the
programming cable is plugged in, I'd need to add wires and the proper connector to deal with
the loudspeaker. I'd also have to unplug the speaker from the existing accessory cable and plug
it into the programming cable. This is a lot of work. There has to be a better way. Some people
use a programming cable with the ignition control line wired to a cigarette lighter plug. They
omit the speaker wiring and deal with the emergency switch input. I decided to make my cable
go in series with the existing accessory cable and the radio's accessory jack. I pass through the
important signals: ignition control, emergency switch, loudspeaker hi and lo, and digital
ground. By using the same connector hoods as the original accessory cable, I'm assured of a
proper fit in the retaining clip without deforming it; most of the other hoods are fatter. The
existing mobile loudspeaker will work. Other accessories connected to the radio through the
accessory jack will NOT function; this is no big deal for me but if your installation warrants it,
you could utilize additional wires between the DB connectors. These radios are still
programmed via the rear DB connector, but you do not want to unplug the ignition control cable
to insert my programming cable. I used 48 inches of Belden cable. You could probably use
unshielded wire, but I had this handy. For noise immunity, I recommend using shielded cabling.
Separate the wires. Make the DBF end of the 8 inch cable first. Slide the hood over the wire and
secure it now, because you won't be able to do it later, and you'll hate yourself in the morning if
you forget. Then make the DBF end of the 40 inch cable, and slide its hood on as well. Slide the
hood down and secure it to the DBM. The wiring list, with the colors I used, is shown below.
Notes: [1]: This is an optional cable and connector that is only used to program remote mount
or high power Spectra radios. You can wire just the DB25 connectors to make a
high-power-only programming cable. As I said above, I don't own a high-power Spectra, so the
information is here for documentation purposes only. Mis-wiring the cables may damage the
radio, RIB, or both. You only need this particular hood for the DBM that plugs into the radio;
ordinary less-expensive hoods can be used elsewhere. The hoods specified above are exactly
the same as the ones used by Motorola on their standard ignition control cable. They will fit
precisely into the connector retaining clip on the back of the Spectra low- and medium-power
radios, without requiring you to spread the clip to fit thicker hoods. The finished cable is shown

below. Turn off the radio. Unplug the radio's main DC power cable. See note below. Unplug
accessory cable DBM from radio chassis accessory jack. Plug programming cable DBM into
radio chassis accessory jack. Turn on your RIB if necessary. Plug the main power cable back
into the radio. Turn on the radio. Program away! This can even occur when the radio is on the
bench with no antenna connected. To prevent this from happening, unplug the main power
cable before removing or installing anything plugged into the accessory jack. You can skip this
step only if you know for a fact that the radio does NOT have emergency signaling enabled.
Better safe than sorry. Once triggered, you can cancel an emergency transmit condition by
pressing and releasing the microphone's PTT button, or by turning the radio off then on. It won't
stop transmitting if you just turn the radio off - you must cycle the power completely. Of course,
you can still pull the radio's main DC power cable to shut it down. Unplug the radio's main
power cable. See note above. Unplug programming cable DBM from radio chassis accessory
jack. Plug vehicle accessory cable DBM into radio chassis accessory jack. Turn on the radio
and test the new programming. Remember: When you first acquire your Spectra make sure that
you read and save the code plug the old commercial frequencies to a hard drive or floppy. Bad
things have been known to happen during programming sessions, and you may have to revert
to a previously archived known good code plug. It's better to have a backup code plug that you
don't need, than to need a code plug you don't have. If you plug a programming cable into a
Spectra radio, and the RIB is attached but not powered up, the radio will do all sorts of strange
things - like turn on and off and display some error codes - when you turn it on. You'll think you
have some bad connections. The solution is to apply power to the RIB before turning the radio
on. My RIB does not have a way of being powered from the radio; it can only run from its own
internal 9V battery. Thanks also go to Mike, K7IC, for letting me know about the oddball
accessory cable configurations, the Emergency Switch jumper, and for proofreading the article.
His site is one of two premiere sources of Spectra information. Connector information for the
Spectra radios and the RIB was obtained from Motorola's official service manuals. All Rights
Reserved, including that of paper and web publication elsewhere. Low-power radios transmit in
the range of watts. Mid-power radios transmit in the range of watts. For remote-mount
configurations, the control cable plugs into a jack in a panel on the front of the radio in place of
the locally installed control head. All other connections - main power, accessory, and antenna are made at the back of the radio. All high-power radios are remote-mount only. They have a
mounting plate to which the radio is attached. A standard Motorola key locks the radio chassis
to the plate. All cable connections - main power, control head, programming, and antenna - are
made at the front of the radio. All high-power radios can use any control head with the proper
cable harness and programming. There are several different Spectra control heads available.
The various features are detailed below. Click on the thumbnail images to see a full-size
drawing or photo. All of the control heads mentioned in this article start with the letter "A". This
letter describes the particular button legend combination on the control head. Other possible
letters include "B", "C", and "E". Most people refer to the head using the letter "A" as a generic
identifier. The control head is mounted directly to the front of the radio chassis, which is usually
conveniently mounted near the operator, often under the vehicle's dashboard or in a console.
Power Levels: Only low- and mid-power radios can have control heads mounted to the front of
the radio. High-power radios are trunk-mount only and have no provisions for a control head to
be mounted in the front of them. The HHCH is an exception, since it attaches to the radio with a
cable and allows the radio to be placed almost anywhere in the vehicle. Control Heads: All
control heads except the A9 head can be used with a dash-mount radio, however some may
require a different or unique interconnect board, in particular, the HHCH and rotary knob heads
because they use an actual potentiometer in the head to control the receive volume. Dual
control heads are therefore not possible. Accessories: The speaker, emergency switch, and
ignition control wiring is handled through a rear-mounted DA connector. Main DC Power: A
two-pin MaxTrac-style power connector is mounted on the power amplifier heat sink, at the rear
of the radio. This is the only dash-mount configuration that uses a DB connector. Here's a
typical front panel with a DB jack for the control head on the left and another jack for options
and programming on the right. The control head attaches to the radio with a special cable. The
radio end has a DB; the other end plugs into the control head using one of two unique
connectors depending on the model and vintage. Note the orange and green ignition control
wires which should have in-line fuse-holders and the two-pin white speaker connector. Here's a
close-up of the connector and locking clip that's at the end of that cable. The clips do fall off
occasionally. Note the DA connector dangling from the control head connector; this is identical
to the DA accessory jack on the back of all low- and mid-power Spectra radios. The speaker,
emergency switch, and fused ignition control wires are provided at the control head end of the
cable. Some control cables have discrete wires coming out of the connector; others have a DA

connector that accepts the same accessory plug that you'd use on a dash-mount radio. This
connection point does NOT handle programming; all programming cables plug into a DA
connector at the rear of low- and mid-power radios, or a DB connector on the front of
high-power radios. High-power radios use a special three-pin power connector. Rear DA
Accessory Jack: This jack seems to only be found on low- and mid-power radios and is used
primarily for programming in remote-mount applications. Front DB Jack: One jack would be
present for the control cable. Also, dual control head configurations can have a second head
plugged in to this second DB jack. Front Secure-Net Programming Jack: Some remote-mount
radio chassis have an additional jack in the upper left corner of the front panel, which is usually
covered with a captive rubber flap. It appears to be a standard Spectra microphone connector,
however only the outer four pins are connected. Here's a photo of a front panel with one. All of
these radios are remote-mount and share most of the qualities described above. The radio
chassis is enclosed in a box behind the rider. There are unique cables for motorcycle
installations and they use different pin-outs on some connectors. I've never seen one but I
suspect there are special manuals that cover them; I'm sure Mike Blenderman's site has
information about these. There's no reason why an A3 HHCH head couldn't be used on a
motorcycle radio, however it probably doesn't make sense for the driver to have to hold such a
large microphone. Also, a dual control head configuration could be possible. This mates with an
adapter board in the front of the radio chassis for dash-mount configurations. It can directly
accept a mating connector on some remote-mount cables; these cables will have wires or a DA
connector up near the control head end for speaker and ignition control. Some remote-mount
head enclosures contain an adapter board that converts the two-row connector on the back of
the head to the DDstyle connector that's found on the back of A9 heads. This connector has
provisions for a microphone plus several accessories. A2, A4, A5, A7: The control cable plugs
directly into the two-row connector on the back of the control head or into a DD connector on an
adapter board that the control head plugs into. All microphones plug into the front of the control
head. Accessories are wired to the DA connector on the control cables or at the radio. The A2
and A4 heads require more significant changes. The microphone is built into the HHCH.
Accessories are wired to the DA connector on the control cable or at the radio. A9 System : The
control cable plugs directly into the DD connector on the back of the control head. The
microphone and wires for some specific external accessories plug directly into the back of the
control head. If there are two DB connectors on the front of the radio, this is labeled "Control
Head" or "Control Unit" depending on the radio's vintage. Control Head End: Some cables have
a three-row connector that mates directly with the DD connector on the back of A9 control
heads, or plugs into a DD socket on an adapter board inside the control head enclosure for the
A2, A5, and A7 control heads. Other cables use a two-row connector that mates directly with the
A2, A5, and A7 control heads. Speaker Jack: A two-pin Molex connector is provided at the
control-head end of some control cables, or via a DA accessory plug that plugs into a jack on
the back of the radio chassis or into a mating connector at the end of other control cables.
Ignition Control Wiring: On radios using the DA accessory jack, either at the end of the control
cable or on the back of the radio chassis, one pin supports a fused ignition control input.
Various operating conditions are configured with zero-ohm jumpers in the control head. Some
control cables and radios without the DA jack provide fused orange and green wires for
separate ignition control of transmit and receive. See this article for more information about the
ignition jumpers and orange and green wires. The two major styles of remote-mount cables are
shown below. Most of the differences are at the control-head end and whether there's a DA
hanging off a short piece of wire or just speaker and ignition wires. There are a lot of variations
possible. The drawings below came from the installation Manual and show low- and mid-power
dash-mounts, low- and mid-power remote-mounts, and high-power remote mounts. They chose
to handle the A3 HHCH installations separately, but all three of the above configurations can
also be accomplished with this control head. The Spectra and System radio equipment is very
versatile and capable of a lot of unique configurations. Besides having dual control heads on
one radio, you can also control two radios with one HHCH, although you can transmit on only
one at a time. An external DTMF pad can be connected to some systms. Encryption SecureNet
was available externally in a "security housing" or internally on some models. Motorola has
discontinued manufacture of Spectra products; as such, most of the manuals are No Longer
Available. All Rights Reserved, including that of paper and web publication elsewhere. Forums
New posts Search forums. Media New media Search media. Classifieds New listings. Log in.
Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. To anyone looking
to acquire commercial radio programming software: Please do not make requests for copies of
radio programming software which is sold or was sold by the manufacturer for any monetary
value. All requests will be deleted and a forum infraction issued. Making a request such as this

is attempting to engage in software piracy and this forum cannot be involved or associated with
this activity. The same goes for any private transaction via Private Message. Even if you attempt
to engage in this activity in PM's we will still enforce the forum rules. Your PM's are not private
and the administration has the right to read them if there's a hint to criminal activity. If you are
having trouble legally obtaining software please state so. We do not want any hurt feelings
when your vague post is mistaken for a free request. It is YOUR responsibility to properly word
your request. To obtain Motorola software see the Sticky in the Motorola forum. The various
other vendors often permit their dealers to sell the software online i. Please use Google or some
other search engine to find a dealer that sells the software. Typically each series or individual
radio requires its own software package. One package is for conventional programming and the
other for trunked programming. The conventional package is more reasonable though is still
several hundred dollars. The benefit is you do not need multiple versions for each radio unlike
Motorola. This is a large and very visible forum. We cannot jeopardize the ability to provide the
RadioReference services by allowing this activity to occur. Please respect this. JavaScript is
disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding.
Installing a Motorola Astro Spectra Mobile. Thread starter krazybob Start date Sep 30, Status
Not open for further replies. I just purchased a Spectra mobile that came with no installation
instructions for the wiring and I am told the wrong programming software. I'd appreciate
clarification if possible. Others have insisted that I power on the unit and provide the firmware
code but they won't confirm the wiring for me. Which is correct, please? Probably the color they
had handy. I am assuming that this is the ignition sense and if plugged into the fuse block the
radio will power on with the key. If connected to an always on the radio will always stay on
although spikes are always a concern. Clarification of both the software needed and the
installation would be kind. If the software the commercial vendor sent is wrong I can only ask
that they send the correct software. Otherwise I am hosed. N4KVE Member. Like others said in
your other post, the software you got is not for that radio. Good luck. Joined Jul 25, Messages
3, Here's a push in the right direction on your installation woes. Read through all of the pages to
help identify exactly which diagram works for your specific radio. Be aware that many of the
instructions for the old high-power Spectra are also valid for the high-power Astro Spectra. The
Batlabs image, hra gif IS correct. The main power Red lead direct to battery. Big Black to ground
near the radio mounting. Green, is Receiver power, direct to battery plus thru a 5 amp fuse.
Orange Ignition sense, thru 2 amp fuse to either battery or IGN switch. Control cable to 25 pin
connector under main battery power jack, left side. Thank you guys. That's all I've been looking
for. But note that I have a W9 head. I just didn't want to willy-nilly plug into the wrong port and
perhaps cook a nice radio. Please also note that I was doing my best not to ask the same
question all around but I felt stymied on another site. The GIF is awesome! It shows clearly the
different choices that I have as a mobile installation. I have printed it out. Thank you John for
the links and the rest of you for the advice. I also have purchased two mobile extenders
currently on MHz that I need to bring down to That's not a problem from what I've read.
Re-crystal it and give it a tune-up. But where can I find programming instructions? I assume that
a mobile extender plugs in in between the handle? And has been said the main control cable
plugs in just under the power jack? I see it listed but 73 de I appreciate all of you. Chief40of
Newbie. Astro digital spectra and digital spectra plus pages. Motorola two-way radio user's
guide model t 68 pages. Page 2: Safety Information Motorola. Furthermore, the purchase of
Motorola products shall not be deemed to grant either directly or by implication, estoppel, or
otherwise, any license under the copyrights, patents or patent applications of Motorola, Page 4
Notes The radio system consists of a control head, radio, antenna, microphone, speaker,
cabling, and accessories. Radio Model, Control Model charts for the different versions are found
in the basic service manual. Page Installation The Spectra radio should operate only in negative
ground electrical systems. Check the ground polarity of the vehicle before starting the radio
installation making sure the polarity is correct. Accidentally reversing the polarity will not
damage the radio, but will cause the cable fuses to blow. Isolate the green cable with a Motorola
relay, part Figure 8 Cabling Interconnect Diagram Page Remote Radio Control Cable Installation
Remove the fuse from the fuseholder and connect the short red cable with the fuse connection
to the positive battery terminal. Page Dash Mount Radio Installation To ensure a proper water
seal, the jackscrews on the radio cable connector must be tight. Remove any moisture
immediately to prevent it from seeping down into the radio. C a u t i o n For radios equipped
with optional remote mount control heads, see Figure 5. Figure 12 shows Head Installation how
the bracket, control head, and cables should be installed for the A9 model control head. Crimp
on ring lug for battery connections. For ignition switch connections, crimp on ring or spade lug
whichever is required. Note: In cases where alternator whine or interference is a problem,
isolate the green lead with a relay Motorola Part No. Page Receiver Control Power Lead Green

NOTE: For mobile radios with rated power of 7 watts or less, the only installation restrictions
are to use only Motorola approved antennas and install the antenna externally on metal body
vehicles. For mobile radios with rated power greater than 7 Watts, always adhere to all the
guidelines and restrictions in the section below. Page Antenna Connection e. Motorola
recommends the following sequence to ensure proper attachment of the system see Figure :
Mini UHF Opening this connection by REMOVING the accessory connector, or otherwise failing
to C a u t i o n maintain a normally closed path, could, if left unchecked, drain the vehicle
battery, and possibly cause transmissions to occur. Open the accessory cable connector and
connect the two control wires male pins into locations 3 and 4 of the accessory connector. Page
Connecting Cables Connecting Cables Perform the following if it has not been previously done:
1. For all models except A3, remove the control head from its mounting trunnion. See Figures 10
and Motorola Inc. This manual is also suitable for: Astro digital spectra. Print page 1 Print
document 32 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Quick Links. See also: Installation Manual.
Radio Motorola maxtrac User Manual 10 pages. Digital mobile radio w4, w5, w7, w9 control
heads pages. Page 4 Figure 18 Removing Memory Board Interface cables needed to service the
RF modules of the Spectra radio. A copy of the label is included in the shipping container. Page
25 1. The Spectra line tion is fed to the transmit power amplifier. The includes models that are
capable of either trunked or Table 2. Page Table 3 Vco Frequency B. Page Power Amplifiers F.
Command Board allow the microcomputer to recover from an unstable sit- uation; that is, no
battery on the radio, battery voltage The command board is in the top side of the radio too high
or too low, and remote devices on the external housing. The BUSY indicator lights when the
select- ed channel is busy. NOTE 5. Page Table 5 Mode Jumper Placement 5. Microprocessor
MPU 1. Table 5 gives jumper placements processor circuitry that operates the standard and for
different modes. The clock frequency is 4. Vehicle-Interface Ports VIP pulses to periodically fire
Q4, preventing the inverting- The VIP outputs are driven by a serial-to-parallel input voltage
from rising above the non-inverting input shift register. Output transistors Q28, Q29, Q30 can
voltage and repeating the reset cycle. This circuit allows more current resets and new display
data follows. VIP Input Connections 2. Page Edit Zone Scan Lists 2. Page Edit Selective-Call List
4. If you wish to change the existing numbers with the Del button. Page 42 Not all radios have
mode-slaved or personality- scroll through all the eligible modes. As you scroll slaved scan list
capability, and some have the capability through the modes, the "PRI" and "N PRI" indicators
on only certain modes. A scan list-capable mode can identify the modes that are on the list.
Page Change Radio-Wide Parameters on which they operate. If the mode that you can access
quickly by pressing the mode is already in the list, "N PRI" Press VOL Go through step 1, above,
to advance the editor to and Mode to change one of these names just like you the phone
number display. Page Entering Password 3. Exit the RAC Menu: 3. There is no direct correlation
between adjust each as described above. Connect a power meter and a ohm load or ser- for
either periodic alignment or advanced alignment vice monitor to the antenna connector, using
required when a damaged or failed board is replaced. Page Table 10 Alignment Procedures
Table Page Compensation Alignment Procedure V. Alignment of compensation calibration
points is a Press F8 to program the value. Page Signalling Deviation Adjustment If adjustment is
required, insert a long tuning tool either conventional or trunked modes. On conven- Motorola
Part No. Table 11 lists the error messages that may appear in the display, followed by the
possible causes and remedies. When this display appears, the oper- When the radio system is
turned on it displays ator is alerted by a beep. Page Transmitter Troubleshooting A. Display
Messages III. If none, replace command board command board. Page Receiver Troubleshooting
This chart does not attempt to isolate output must never be grounded. Use an audio problems
to the component level. Page 59 continued Table Antenna switch Check insertion loss from
antenna connector to Rx front end coax from the PA; Page Synthesizer Troubleshooting
complementary metal oxide semiconductor type. ICs are vulnerable to damage from static
charges. RSXA to minimize the buildup of static Everyone involved in handling, shipping, and
servicing Page Vii. Remove the elastomer keypad from Spectra radio. After troubleshooting and
determining the printed circuit board. Remove the PC board from the internal spacer. Take care
to avoid misalignment of connec- tor pins. Unfold mal compound for example, Motorola part no.
Solder three leads of Q pass device. Install the PC board and attach and tighten the 5.
Alignment screws in the sequence shown in Figure Page Board Replacement 6. When alignment
is complete, press F10 to exit. Apply a thin coat of thermal compound for exam- 7. See Table 16
and perform the other alignment ple, Motorola part no. Page Special Repair Procedure Apply a
thin coat of th
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ermal compound for exam- Ensure that the board and gasket are straight and ple, Motorola part
no. Before reassembly, apply a thin coat of thermal to securing the PC board mounting screws.
This will compound for example, Motorola part no. Both surfaces of the A01 to the bottom of the
audio PA insulator require thermal compound. Page Test Frequency Menu Table Page Control
Head Testing increments, not in the usual Press HOME to move duces a sidetone in the
speaker. All signalling types will the cursor back and forth between the frequency and
continually modulate the transmitted signal for detec- signalling type. Page Figure 19 Spectra
Control Head Self-Test Spectra control head; Figure 22 shows the control head, accessories
and key number that should display for each key for the Spectra control head. This manual is
also suitable for: Spectra Print page 1 Print document 96 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.
Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

